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Clean Water Revival/www.clear-water-revival.com you want to take a dip in these beautiful, sustainable pools. 1 in 23 Natural way to cool down when used properly, natural pools have crystal clear water and do not require chemicals to maintain because they are self-cleaned mini ecosystems. You can drink water if you want and you don't necessarily have to take a shower, says
Morgan Brown idaho-based Whole Water Systems, LLC. The natural pool designer says the systems also have lower maintenance costs than conventional pools, and their installation costs aren't much higher than standard designs. 2 of 23 How do they work? The materials and designs of natural pools can vary widely. Many of them are lined with rubber or arm polyethylene. In
the most popular models, such as those offered by Kansas-based Total Habitat, the swimming area is separated from the area planted with aquatic vegetation, which acts as a biological filter. A small waterfall can add atmosphere as well as valuable aeration. The skimmer can be used to collect large amounts of garbage. Total Habitat usually adds a UV sterilizer to ensure that any
germs are killed. 3 of the 23 Smart Green Design Conventional Pools that use ozone or chlorine upset the natural balance. In fact, it's hard to keep the chlorinated pool biologically dead because nature gets there, says Morgan Brown of Whole Water Systems, LLC. With natural pools, the living system takes care of itself. 4 out of 23 Is natural pool water safe? According to Brown,
people always ask the question about health first. He says people just have to think about pools a little differently. Rather than creating an aversion to nature where everything is dead, it is creating a natural healthy water that takes care of itself, says Brown.Brown believes properly designed natural pools provide little to no risk of dangerous pollution, provided they are used wisely
rather than constantly stuffed capacity with bathers. He says most health departments don't have any rules on residential pools, so consumers have little concern about breaking any local codes. However, this does not necessarily apply to public pools, which often have strict requirements. 5 out of 23 Where did the idea come from? Brown says he first experienced natural pools
when he lived in Germany. In Munich, a large public natural pool has been his daily haunt and it has safely supported significant crowds for years. Natural pools have evolved from ponds where humans swim, he explains. People began to gradually make them better for bathing, and fixing water problems. Europeans have years of experience. 6 out of 23 From eco-resorts to Whole
Water Systems homes with the technology of the European firm BioNova (projects pictured), which also supplies many natural pools on the other side of the Atlantic. 7 out of 23 Create a peaceful setting Opportunities for natural pool designs are almost limitless, from traditional views to serene settings that are resemble wild ponds. 8 of the 23 hybrid pools taking up natural banner
pools at California Vista-based Expansion Horizons, which has been designing and installing water facilities, gardens and other projects since 1978.The approach of Horizons expansion founder Brian Morse is to build what he calls a hybrid pool that includes technologies commonly found in conventional pools such as pool cleaners surface skimmers, and basic drains. Designs
often include beach records, and aquatic plants are sown in nooks and crannies between perimeter boulders to enhance the natural experience. 9 of 23 Across the Pond, based in Bristol in the United Kingdom, Pure Water Revival makes some of the most attractive, sparkling, drooling-worthy natural pools anywhere. The aim of the company is to bring back the essence of
Victorian England, with a modern understanding of science and ecology. Magnificent pools can even replace some of the environmental functions lost with the huge destruction of wetlands, especially as habitat for plants. Clean Water Revival tends to focus its natural pool projects around maximizing biodiversity and educational space values, creating a very natural look. There are
a number of options on offer, from simple clay overlays to more advanced systems. Customers can even order DIY kits. 10 of the 23 Clear Water Revival Clear Water Revival works with a network of partners across the UK and also offers renewable energy systems to heat swimming pools and homes. The company collaborates with the Aqua Viva group of Austria and Germany
in many of its pool projects, allowing high efficiency systems. Affected pools can function well with fewer plants and only 20% of the area buried by the regeneration zone (50% is more common). Aqua Viva systems have long-term filtration, requiring small maintenance, a unique plant substrate and several state-of-the-art pumps and skimmers. The result is a lot of clean, healthy
pool in a small space if necessary. 11 of the 23 green pools from gartenART Another British leader is gartenART, which boasts innovative, beautiful natural pools. Have your own unique design built, or transform your regular pool into a natural one, keeping the original pool (or changing it if you want). You just need to add a shallow area of plants around it to natural cleaning.
Another option is to maintain the existing pool structure and create two areas inside, giving you more flexibility. 12 of the 23 green pools by gartenART gartenART Director Tim Evans explains that the company's international design and consulting services does good business with English expats abroad, including France, Italy, Spain, Greece, the Caribbean, and elsewhere. We've
had a lot of interest, but not much actual business from the U.S. so far, says Evans. We keep getting more website hits and email requests from the US than from any country except the UK, but it doesn't translated into real action. 13 of the 23 green pools gartenART Believe it or not, this refreshing oasis is actually in London. GartenART has installed this gorgeous, Asian-inspired
water feature in the suburb of Mill Hill. 14 of the 23 green pools by gartenART Prefer a rustic look? GartenART designers installed this cool pool at Herts in the UK in 2007. Don't you want to dip your hands in? Fifteen of the 23 Woodhouse Natural Pools by Will Woodhouse of uk-based Woodhouse Natural Pools have been designing and building natural pools since 2000.
Woodhouse collaborates with the Austrian natural pool Biotop Natural Pool, which is one of the first pioneers of the industry. Woodhouse notes that, aside from being beautiful, its natural pools naturally heat up quickly and efficiently in the sun, meaning they don't cost a fortune of heat (like many conventional pools). Woodhouse also touts the softness of water, which he promotes
as particularly tender on the skin and hair. 16 of Woodhouse's 23 natural pools of Woodhouse natural pools offers a range of interesting options, from ultra-modern designs to features that are easy to integrate into gardens or surrounding landscape. 17 of the 23 Kickback and Relax Lounging next to the natural pool can be a completely different experience than visiting a
conventional chlorine pool. Eighteen of Michael Littlewood's 23 designs are natural landscape architect and garden designer Michael Littlewood from Somerset in the UK also has extensive experience in the successful design of natural pools. In fact, he even wrote the first book in English on the subject, Natural Pools, Inspiration for Harmony with Nature, available on his website.
Do it yourself can get help from the Guide to Littlewood Natural Pools, a guide to construction. 19 of Michael Littlewood's 23 specimens of the natural pool seem to harmonize with this scenic mountain landscape far more than the shocking blue artificial pool ever could. 20 of the 23 Michael Littlewood Designs by Michael Littlewood and Total Habitat in the U.S. are founding
members of the nascent Natural Basin/Pond Association. The small association has launched its own certification program to give consumers more confidence. In addition to Littlewood's book, Total Habitat offers a handy e-book about natural pools, with 80 some images and step-by-step guides. Remember that you can transform a regular pool into a natural one. Add a shallow
plant area around the original (or sub-charge section) for natural cleaning. 21 of Michael Littlewood's 23 specimens recreating halcyon days of meeting friends in the perfect hole for swimming - but not worrying about leeches, bacteria, pollution, or other problems. 22 of Michael Littlewood's 23 natural pool designs come in many sizes and shapes, and not two exactly 23 of Michael
Littlewood's 23 Designs Get Ready for Fun in the Sun! The sun! The sun! pools of desire budapest. pools of desire watch online. pools of desire online. pools of desire viz. pools of desire 1999 online. limpid pools of desire
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